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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing has been widely regarded as an appealing server model, as spending and operating obligations
are kept to a minimum and costs are directly related to use and demand. However, when considering networking issues for
distributed clouds, little support is given, and efforts are often underestimated. This Post Office discusses the new security issues
found in SAIL to make fair use of cloud networking services and to avoid misuse. The SAIL initiative focuses on cloud networking
and its unified management of cloud computing. The SAIL position paper presents new security challenges for SAIIL. Networks
which can be reconfigured easily would allow the full benefits of the cloud world. This is the envisioned concept of cloud
networking-it encompasses provisioning of on-demand guaranteed network resources in a time span that is compatible with the
allocation of computing resources in a cloud today. While the network issues have not been discussed so far, it is obvious that the
perceived efficiency of certain cloud-based apps heavily depends on the network that links the different web sites and connects
the consumer with the cloud. Interactive software and greedy bandwidth are a good example of this.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is today the preferred platform for many different applications, initially powered by the use
of IT technologies that exploit economies of scale and multi-tenancy. There are many benefits of running
applications in the cloud: lower costs by pooled computing resources, cost-effectiveness of infrastructure and
the availability of device suitable transit specifications on-demand [1]. Thus the cloud computing paradigm is
well suited for systems with a large amount of variable demand for services. Virtualization of data centres was
an essential way to make the complex availability of computer resources a fact [2].
As these applications move to the cloud, more will be demanded from existing networks in terms of, e.g.,
capacity (likely more data to be sent across network links), quality (low delay for interactive applications), and
availability [3].
Therefore, cloud apps require a more robust network. Since applications and entire cluster of servers can be
moved to (or created in) an-other data centre, existing networking pipes need to beer-plumbed. Existing
technology provides the allocation of computing resources in the cloud in a dynamic and quick fashion while
network connections to those resources are more or less statically established by network operators.
This paper describes the technical problems of supplying the network system a secure cloud. Such problems
will be discussed during the SAIL initiative for the next thirty months, which started in August 2010, which is
Scalable Adaptive Network solutions. SAIL is an EU-funded project, which involves 24 collaborators from
business, universities and research institutions, and is part of the 7th Framework Programme. To order to this
involves absence of a large-scale content delivery a content-centric model, assistance to communication
networks that provide point-to-multipoint capability, inadequate funding for the deployment of cloud
computing scenarios with complex assured network connections and non-technical work assessing, defining
and introducing new business models, resolving socio-economic issues. Gaps in the Internet, SAIL aims at
developing infrastructure [4]. This involves absence of a large-scale content delivery a content centric model,
assistance to communication networks that provide point-to-multipoint capability, inadequate funding for the
deployment of cloud computing scenarios with complex assured network connections and non-technical work
assessing, defining and introducing new business models, resolving socio-economic issues [5].
For cloud networking, SAIL designs networking for highly variable demand systems combining these
technologies with processing and storage as well as monitoring and protection software. This will address just
one optimisation issue when the processing and networking capabilities are distributed. During the process, a
prototype of the solutions proposed will be developed and perfected. Several affiliate premises in Europe will
house the project [6]. An iterative testing strategy will be developed to test approaches by prototyping, reviews
on the Clone’s design, management and protection activities. The work package will also provide an
introduction route through which emerging innovations are implemented and integrated in the existing Web.
Besides the safety requirements and complexities of cloud networking, more fundamental aspects of cloud
computing will be discussed. Cloud computing environments are likely to be affected by certain vulnerability
factors that allow attackers either to access free computing resources (assault cloud providers), to deprive cloud
customers of information (attack on cloud customer information), or to infiltrate the infrastructure that remains
in client cloud connections (assault on cloud customer infrastructure). In comparison to cloud networking
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security requirements and complexities, more basic elements of cloud computing will be addressed. Cloud
computing environments are likely to be affected by certain vulnerability factors that allow attackers either to
access free computing resources (assault cloud providers), to deprive cloud customers of information (attack
on cloud customer information), or to infiltrate the infrastructure that remains in client cloud connections
(assault on cloud customer infrastructure). Figure 1 shows the structure of cloud networking.

Fig. 1: Structure of Cloud Networking
From Cloud Computing to Cloud Networking:
Over recent years, the storage and networking markets including manufacturers, network operators and service
providers in the cloud computing business have gained a great deal of interest. The business model for the
utility infrastructure that is focused on cloud computing is not fresh. In 1961, Prof. John McCarthy was one of
the first to introduce it by the claim that computer time-sharing technology might lead to a future in which
computing power and even specific applications could be sold through the utility business model, i.e., water
or electricity. The advent of internet and Internet technologies, and the introduction of modern networks, has
rendered this vision a reality. The isolation of the service provider from the network supplier enables the
creation and scope of new services, digitally and on demand. It gives the network company the opportunity to
build large infrastructure with economies of scale and reduce costs for many consumers. Figure 2 shows the
transmission of cloud computing to cloud networking.

Fig. 2: Cloud Computing To Cloud Networking
Cloud computer virtualization platform:
Today's infrastructure-as - a-service (IaaS) is built on server virtualisation (virtual machine hypervisors such
as Xen or VMWare), network virtualisation (implemented in network equipment or distributed routers such
as), and storage virtualisation (including network attached storage arrays or storage services such as Amazon's
Elastic Block Store). The data centre management systems de-use and control virtual machines, networks and
datacentres for the complex reconfiguration of virtualization layers to create the networking topology needed
for the client. Haze virtualisation techniques are now so commonplace that hardware support has been
introduced to standard server chip sets by vendors such as Intel (VT-x) and AMD (AMD-V). The IaaS business
model drives infrastructure providers towards.
The IaaS business model drives infrastructure providers towards a centralised architecture, as depicted. Very
large data centres located near low cost power, land, and labour result in the lowest costs for the provider.
However, the global nature of the business introduces opposing factors. From a regulatory perspective, the
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location of a data centre determines in part the legal jurisdiction that applies to hosted services (e.g., USA
Patriot Act) Use of the services may restrict the location or transmission of information (for example, EU Data
Protection Act). Prep, data transfer or catastrophe resilience may require multiple geographical locations from
a technical point of view. The load handling and the data transfer are generally handled by simultaneous
implementations of the software, each located near the customers. Disaster resilience allows for geographically
diverse replicating facilities at locations. Such driving factors have contributed to the presence of a few very
large cloud service vendors in a variety of geographical locations today [7]. Figure 3 shows virtualization in
cloud computing.

Fig. 3: Virtualization in Cloud Computing
Virtualisation Technology Supporting Cloud Networking:
Digital networks themselves are not new offers an overview of technologies used on various layers. The cloud
challenge involves an inextricable number of features. Network virtualisation. A variety of developers and
literature structures, such as VINI, CABO, 4WARD V Net and FEDERICA, have been introduced to include
personalized virtual networks with e.g. resources for virtualization.
One of the big advantages of network virtualization is the freedom to configure and instantiate network on
demand and in useful time. In line with various requirements, virtual networks, such as bandwidth, end-to-end
delay, security and protocols may be newly established. Virtualization of the Network offers other benefits
such as the freedom to real-time reboot the network. Users may decide how their resources should be spread
and interconnected in space. You could do this on demand and on the single control system at through a
dynamically[8].
The cloud paradigm encouraged the use of network outsourcing. For the purpose of monitoring expanded load
and resource usage, cloud infrastructure systems can be built and eventually decommissioned without the
intervention of the human operator. Management systems often make use of physical resources through the
organized deployment and combination of computing equipment. Through integrating virtual networks into
the same controller program, customer and operator can also create configuration choices based on their
network knowledge[9].
New requirements are implemented with more types of software in the field of cloud computing. In some
situations, processing and storage services can be best distributed across a network similar to the customer than
the processing and storage in a single location. In some circumstances it is more acceptable. Network
conditions such as latency can prevent centralized data centre output of certain cloud applications. There may
be more servers in a certain geographical region based on the usage patterns.
Security Problem:
It is expected, in particular, that sensitive information in the cloud or IT management requires an elaborate
control over (legal) liability on cloud computing. From the point of view of the user, security issues are a
distinction between infrastructure safeties, safety is one of the main factors affecting cloud computing
acceptance in practical applications fields.
In comparison to the concerns of cloud computing, cloud networking adds new security challenges due to
additional networking capabilities. On the other side, there are signs that cloud networking will potentially
boost cloud delivery power, thereby solving the safety challenge which impacts this technology's acceptance.
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The below is a theoretical hazard model used by the SAIL project accompanied by a summary of the field of
protection problems as shown by the SAIL project's author at the beginning of the project [10]. Figure 4 shows
the security issues in cloud computing.

Fig. 4: Security Issue in Cloud Computing
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the specific challenge of cloud networking that the SAIL initiative must tackle. Such
problems can be associated with the in to protection of cloud information, secure virtualization infrastructure,
the management of openness sharing, and protected operations. Virtual networking between virtual
applications and providers provides significant advantages. Providers also actively help cloud providers with
their network and connectivity services accessible for end users. The path may even be accessible to further
possibilities, e.g. combining several clouds or adding complexity, which will in turn make multilateral stability
more complicated. computing and virtual networking have each their own security challenges, the ones
presented here have to be considered for securing and protecting cloud net-working that seeks technical
solutions to ensure acceptance of this new concept.
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